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On my recent trip to Australia, I discovered in Sydney a magnificent architect who 

belongs to that genre, rara avis, of being out of time, at once modern and at the same 

time universal, setting up an architecture of extraordinary quality: Angelo Candalepas. 

Australian, of Greek name and roots, he not only has something of the air of Murcutt and 

Godsell, the two most prestigious architects in Australia, but he also has the air of 

Callicrates and Phidias and Pindar. 

In one of his cantos Pindar writes: "Be what you are". Candalepas is himself with an 

architecture that is both universal and also very personal: very dense, very strong and 

very beautiful. 

On my recent trip to Australia I was taken to lecture on my work in Sydney, Melbourne 

and Perth. In all three cities, the auditoriums were packed with people who were 

extremely interested and warmly affectionate. 

In Sydney, after the conference with Murcutt, dinner at his home with him and his wife 

Wendy. An unforgettable evening. 

In Melbourne the scene was repeated with Sean Godsell and Anne Marie. With the 

pleasant surprise of the presence of Francesco dal Co. 

And in Perth, with Simon Pendal and Stephen Neille. Two great young Australian 

architects. 

But the real discovery was Angelo Candalepas. There is a fascinating image of his 

Francis Street/Bondi that fascinates me every time I go back to it. Exposed concrete and 

stones well agreed as if they were the words of a poem. With some Scarpian aroma but 

in a big way: dense, strong, beautiful. 

Candalepas' method is very clear. He always proposes and solves impeccable structures 

of reinforced concrete on which he then moves freely both in form and in the materials 

with which he plements them. In this way he humanizes that air that could have been 

somewhat cold with only the structure. He thus achieves a very sensual architecture, 

almost capable of being read with the body, as a student recently explained to me about 

classical Greek architecture. And the fact is that Candalepas's Greek, universal roots 

come to the surface. 

Also something, or much of his musical training, emerges in his architecture. Not for 

nothing does he play the piano very well. The two projects he now has on the table, a 

mosque and a church, are very beautiful. 

In the mosque, with some inspiration in the architecture of the Alhambra in Granada, but 

without mimicry, introduces a dome of alamares that gives glory to see it. The dominated 
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shadow and the drops of light that will give the appropriate counterpoint, are there 

combined with great wisdom. 

The church uses Renaissance mechanisms. With an octagonal plan that brings to our 

memory the palatine chapel of Charlemagne in Aachen, or some of the architectures of 

Raphael's paintings. 

In both projects, more by the hand of Mnemosine than Mimesis, Memory is very well 

used as an effective working tool. 

When I was writing my first text of Principia Architectonica, "Architecture as Poetry", I 

made a comparison between the words that make up a poem and the materials that 

make up a work of Architecture. And I defended precision as a necessary condition for 

words or materials to be able to produce the desired suspension of time. And lo and 

behold, I find that Candalepas makes the same exact comparison with musical notes: 

"And so if Music has notes or sound, Architecture has materials". How could I not agree 

with him? 

In his text, and in his Architecture, we go hand in hand with KAHN, in the way he 

understands light, with SCARPA, in the attention to detail, with LE CORBUSIER in the 

way he proposes his structures, with TADAO ANDO, in the way he captures the air. And 

from UTZON, perfection and strength. And behind it, a strong aroma of PIKIONIS and 

XENAKIS, of MNESICLES and FIDIAS and CALICRATES. 

  

All his works are of the highest quality: 

MELODY STREET/COOGEE 

The stones, in a rustic bugnato style, contrast with the extreme lightness of the steel 

sheet stairs. The light mechanisms, to catch the light, recognizable, are very personal. 

TUNSTALL AVENUE/KENSIGTON 

The impeccable plants are crowned with strong concrete bows. 

MESSY HOUSE/GLEBE 

A house with a tree as an excuse, very beautiful. 

FRANCIS STREET/BONDI 

Cresta + Greece. A strong classic aroma. 

PYRMONT HOUSING II 

Beautiful glass corner. 
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I would like to put the focus here on this architect and his extraordinary work, 

understanding that sometimes the lack of information produces gaps in our knowledge 

of architects, which must be overcome. 

Along with the naturalness of Murcutt or the purity of Godsell, the beauty of Candalepas, 

are proof of the very high quality of contemporary Australian architecture. 

Angelo Candalepas is an extraordinary architect. As a person and as an architect. And 

it is a pleasure to be able to discover in the antipodes, in Australia, how Architecture is, 

like Poetry or Music, a universal matter. 

www.candalepas.com.au 

http://www.candalepas.com.au/

